GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF EAST TENNESSEE
Saturday, April 28, 2018

SATURDAY AM JUDGE:  Rita Sandell
SATURDAY PM JUDGE:  Michel Chaloux

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVISION 3 POINT SCHEDULE</th>
<th>1 POINT</th>
<th>2 POINTS</th>
<th>3 POINTS</th>
<th>4 POINTS</th>
<th>5 POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMAN SHEPHERD BITCHES</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PUPPY DOGS  6 Months and under 9 Months

7  AM____AB  PM____AB  FOOTHILLS THE POWERFUL WARRIOR  DN51216402  09/14/17; Breeder; Chris Lecher; By; GCH Schneiderhofs Order of the Dragon of Foothills OFA  x CH Foothills Looking So Good of Benjo TC OFA CHIC; Owner; Chris Lecher (Agent; Matt McMillan)

9  AM____1, BP____ PM____1, WD, BP____ WOLF CREEK ARIAT  DN51526404  09/27/17; Breeders; Pat Walker and Deb Norman; By; SEL CH Lacomtesse Bellamy x SEL CH Wolf Creek Serena V Wonderland; Owners; Deb Norman and Pat Walker.

PUPPY DOGS  9 Months and under 12 Months

11  AM____1, BP____ PM____1  TRJ’S JOHNNY WALKER RED V LUZAK  DN50435205  07/06/17; Breeders; Janet Tyler and Margo Maidlow; By; Hylock's Phemon of Merrilow x TRJ’s Italia’s Island of Capri; Owners; Elizabeth Wilkerson and Janet Tyler. (Agent; Liz Oster)

13  AM____AB  PM____2  VALOR BLUE MARTINI  DN50534905  06/04/17; Breeder; Hal Gill; By; GCHB Cedar Knoll’s Malcolm V Van Cleve x CH Marquis’ Elin; Owner; Hal Gill. (Agent; Matt McMillan)
15  AM___AB___PM____AB____ CHERPA-COASTLINE GENERATOR EX    DN50594215  06/20/17; Breeders; Tom and Jackie Philippbar and Pat and Celeste Draper; By; SEL GCH Cherpa’s Exxon of Lealyn x Coastline I Love Lucy; Owners; Pat Ayers and Pat and Celeste Draper. (Agent; Michael Sherman)

17  AM___AB___PM____AB____ RIVENDELL’S SKYWALKER    DN50153603  04/30/17; Breeders; S Leitz, Jennifer and Paul Root and J and I Dupzyk; By; GCH Karizma’s Malawi Kaleef von Loar, RN, PT, CGC, TC x Rivendell-Tebe Nobe Here I Come PT; Owners; Jennifer and Paul Root and Beth Kurtz Hooper.

19  AM____2_________ KIMBERLITE’S KEY WEST    DN50152203  06/28/17; Breeder; Kim McNamara; By; GCH Breal-Jogra’s Oakley v Selig-Hous x CH Signature’s Abby Scuito; Owner; Kim McNamara. (Agent; Lenny Brown)

21  PM____3____ KIMBERLITE’S KEY LARGO   DN50152202  06/28/17; Breeder; Kim McNamara; By; GCH Breal-Jogra’s Oakley v Selig-Hous x CH Signature’s Abby Scuito; Owner; Kim McNamara. (Agent; Lenny Brown)

23  PM____AB____ TOKAYE ELITE DESIGN MALAC BLEIBTREU DERSHIMER  DN51576301 05/07/17; Breeders; Kathy Potter, Debbie Atkinson, Ingrid Smith and Olivia Colvin; By; CH Lacomtesse Bellamy x CH Tokaye’s Karma V Elite Design Dershimer; Owners; Kathy Potter, Debbie Atkinson, Ingrid Smith and Olivia Colvin. (Agent; Lenny Brown)

DOGS  12 Months and under 18 Months

25  AM____3_____ PM____2____ JOVAN’S TRIESTE OF LEALYNN   DN49376007  03/06/17; Breeder; Michelle Mayfield; By; CH Cherpa’s Pacifico v Jovan x CH Lealynn’s Lambo Egoista v Jovan; Owner; Chris Lecher. (Agent; Matt Mc Millan)

27  AM____1_____ PM____3____ HICKORYHILL ORION V LASLAR WINDFALL  DN49019203  03/12/17; Breeders; Steve and Christine Granger, Dave Lasatar and J Pyle; By; GCH Stuttgart’s Single Action Army v Hammersmith x Laslar Asgard Revenge of Charan; Owners; Steve and Christine Granger, Scott Trahan and Elizabeth Wilkerson. (Agent; Michael Sherman)

29  AM____2_____ GEM-N-I LONGRANGE OF URLOVED  DN50276603  04/20/2018; Breeders; L Jewell, B Stamper and R Waits; By; GCH Breal-Jogra’s Oakley v Selig-Haus x Barick’s Shake It Up In DC of Gem-N-I; Owners; R Waits and L Jewell. (Agent; Scott Yergin)

31  PM____AB____ NORBERGE’S ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS OF CLAYFIELD  DN48508707 12/26/16; Breeders; Pamela O’Dell and Michael and Sharon Avery; By; GV GCH Wolf Creek Galaxy of Merivern x GV GCH Norberge’s Razzle Rosarita of Clayfield; Owner; Pamela O’Dell
NOVICE DOGS

39  AM  AB  PM  AB  CHARBAR’S ELTON V KIMBERLITE  DN47360102  10/01/16; Breeders: Joye Evans and Kim McNamara; By: GCH Karima’s Malawi Kalif von Lear, RN, PT x CH Kimberlite’s Shangri-La, RN. RATO; Owners: Joye Evans and Kim McNamara. (Agent: Lenny Brown)

41  AM  AB  PM  AB  LAKEWOOD’S BEWARE THE IDES V TACORA  DN48456401  12/26/16; Breeders: Steve Osborne and Lisa Walker; By: CH Von Willnic’s-Tacora’s Formal Affair x Tacora’s Valle-Vue Black Velvet of Lakewood; Owner: Steve Osborne. (Agent: Matt McMillan)

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOGS

OE

67  AM  AB  PM  AB  ARAMIST’S BALTIZAR BRATTOF MARATHON  DN50463004  NOTE: No further information was in catalog.

AMERICAN BRED DOGS

43  AM  AB  PM  AB  CARETTI’S ONE WAY OUT  DN 46418501  06/08/16; Breeders: Jim and Cyndi Flutt; By: GCH Breal-Jogra’s Oakley v Selig-Haus x CH CarettiJerriwen’s Bewitched; Owners: Edward Farrell, John Conely and Cyndi Flutt. (Agent: Scott Yergin)
OPEN DOGS

45  PM_____1_______ TADORHAUS MOJAVE LANDSLIDE CGC  DN39124503  03/18/14; Breeder; Sharon Todoroff; By; CH HiCliff's Razzle Dazzle of Zytut x CH Todorhaus Shoot the Moon; Owner; Lori Payne. (Agent; Liv Calabrese)

47  PM_____2_______ CHERPA-COASTLINE EVEN MONEY  DN48359201  10/21/16; Breeders; Tom and Jackie Phillippbar and Pat and Celeste Draper; By; SEL GCH Cherpa's Exxon of Lealyn x Coastline I Love Lucy; Owners; Pat Ayers and Pat and Celeste Draper. (Agent; Michael Sherman)

49  AM___AB___PM_____1_______ GOLDEN BREED'S SUPERSTAR  DN44525903  11/08/15; Breeder; Lynn P Goswick; By; GV GCH Wolfcreek's Galaxy of Merrivern OFA ROM x CH SueLynn's Eternal Flame v Sunfarm of Golden Breed OFA; Owners; Lynn P Goswick and Charlotte Sibley. (Agent; Michael Sherman)
51 AM 1, WD, BOW, BOS  LACOMTESSE MIMIC VICI' DN48830301 04/12/16; Breeders; Richard Lortie and Diane Gobeil; By; Sel CH Lacomtesse Bellamy x CH SchattenSurvival's Bailey v Lacomtesse; Owner; Michelle Graham. (Agent; Rachel Vandendool)

53 AM 2, RWD  TODORHAUS MOJAVE LANDSLIDE CGC DN39124503 03/18/14; Breeder; Sharon Todoroff; By; CH HiCliff's Razzle Dazzle of Zytut x CH Todorhaus Shoot the Moon; Owner; Lori Payne. (Agent; Liv Calabrese)

55 AM  BARICK'S JUMPIN' JACK FLASH V TINDROCK DN31584701 07/04/11; Breeders; Barbara Stamper and Taylor Petry; By; Tindrock’s Firestorm at Nimlt x Barick’s Tina Turner; Owners; Jessica Ball and Barbara Stamper.

57 PM 2  TIMBERLINE'S DUST BOWL DANCE DN49477801 07/31/15; Breeders; Julie, Tony and Colleen Vandendool; By; Timberline's Wilson v Kaleef x Sonoma's All In Good Time; Owners; Rachel and Julie Vandendool.
WINNERS DOG: SAT AM 51 SAT PM 9
RESERVE WINNERS DOG: SAT AM 53 SAT PM 33
TOTAL DOGS ENTERED: SAT AM 9 SAT PM 15
POINTS: SAT AM 4 SAT PM 5

PUPPY BITCHES 6 Months and under 9 Months

6 AM 4 PM 1 WOODSIDES SAVE THE LAST DANCE DN52937601 08/26/17; Breeder; Sandy Anderson; By; CH Woodside’s Megabucks x Woodside’s Elenor Beatrice; Owner; Timothy Maddox.

8 AM 2 PM AB WINSOME’S REMEMBER ME V SIGNATURE DN50977501 07/21/17; Breeders; Frank and Kris Pasano and Joe and Leslie Beccia; By; CH Winsomes Heartbreak Hotel x CH Signature Toetolla v Winsome; Owners; Frank and Kris Pasano and Joe and Leslie Beccia. (Agent; Mike Sherman)

10 AM 3 PM 2 FOOTHILLS MOTHER OF THE DRAGONS DN51216401 09/14/17; Breeder; Chris Lecher; By; GCH Schneiderhofs Order of the Dragon of Foothills OFA x GCH Foothills Looking So Good of Benjo TC OFA CHIC; Owner; Chris Lecher (Agent; Matt McMillan)

12 AM 1 WOLF CREEK GLITTER IN THE AIR DN51526101 09/27/17; Breeders; Pat Walker and Deb Norman; By; SEL Lacomtesse Bellamy x SEL CH Wolf Creek Serena v Wonderland; Owners; Deb Norman Pat Walker. (Agent; Mike Sherman)

14 PM AB WOLF CREEK PURPLE REIGN DN51526105 09/27/17; Breeders; Pat Walker and Deb Norman; By; SEL Lacomtesse Bellamy x SEL CH Wolf Creek Serena v Wonderland; Owners; Deb Norman and Pat Walker.

PUPPY BITCHES 9 Months and under 12 Months

16 AM AB PM AB WINSOMES BEARLACK MAGIC WOMEN V KRystal DN50687501 05/19/17; Breeders; Frank and Kris Pasano and Mike and Kristan Sherman; By; CH Harmonia’s Intense Desire x GCH Lonestar’s Bearooklyn Rose v Erynbrook; Owners; Frank and Kris Pasano and Mike and Kristan Sherman. (Agent; Mike Sherman)

18 AM 4 PM 3 LUZAK’S JYN OF ROGUE ONE RIVENDELL DN50153601 04/29/17; Breeders; Scott Leitz, Jen and Paul Root and Jene and Isabelle Dupzyk; By; GCH Karizma’s Malawi Kaleef von Loar x Rivenell-Tebe Nobe Here I Come; Owners; Elizabeth Wilkerson, Jen and Paul Root. (Agent; Rachel Vandendool)

20 AM 2 PM 2 UNIQUE-RIATA EDAN DN50427406 07/08/17; Breeders; Judy and Ken Bryan and Ann Schultz; By; Undaunted of Edan x GCH Knight’s Gambit Latour v Riata; Owners; Dean Patterson and Cortni Partner. (Agent; Olivia Calabrese)
22  AM___1, BOSP  PM___1, BOSP  WINSOME GUILTY PLEASBEAR V LONESTAR  DN50351401
04/09/17; Breeders: Frank and Kris Fasano and Sherry McKinnon; By; Lonestar Diesel of Erynbrook x CH Wonsme Summer Breeze v Lonestar; Owners; Frank and Kris Fasano and Sherry McKinnon. (Agent; Mike Sherman)

24  AM___3, PM___4  ARAMIST FOUR LETTER WORD OF MARATHON  DN50463001  06/07/17;
Breeders; Natasha Kelley Sullivan, Donna and Olivia Calabrese and Amanda Yowell; By; GCH Marhaven's California Dreamin  PT x Karizma Kaleef Patsy of Aramist; Owners; Natasha Kelley Sullivan and Olivia Calabrese. (Agent; Lenny Brown)

BITCHES 12 Months and under 18 Months

26  AM___1  PM___1, RWB  SIGNATURE’S CALYPSO  DN49059101  02/05/17; Breeders; Joe and Leslie Beccia; By; Peter’s Elite No Reservations v Signature x CH Signature’s Bali OFA, H&E; Owners; Joe and Leslie Beccia. (Agent; Lenny Brown)
28 AM 3 PM 2 J-LYN'S MADISON V AVION DN49448502 02/20/17; Breeders; Linda and Paige Novotasky and Claire Drosdick; By; CH Thunder-Road of WindborneEdan x GCH J-Lyn’s Let’s Roll; Owners; Linda and Paige Novotasky

30 AM 2 PM 3 FOOTHILLS STELLA ROSE V STARLIGHT DN49199507 02/09/17; Breeders; Chris and Harold Lecher; By; GCH Schneiderhofs Order of the Dragon of Foothills TC x CH Tacora Sweet Sensations of Foothills; Owner; Marica T Cherry. (Agent; Liv Calabrese)

NOVICE BITCHES

32 AM 1 PM 1 HICKORYHILL ELARA V LASLAR WINDFALL DN49019202 03/12/17; Breeders; Steve and Christine Granger, Dave Lastar and J Pyle; By; GCH Stuttgarts Single Action Army v Hammersmith x Laslar Asgard Revenge of Charan; Owners; Steve and Christine Granger and Ralph Kookan. (Agent; Michael Sherman)

34 AM 2 PM 2 CHABLIS MY KISMET OF DAKAMAR DN49323203 04/04/17; Breeders; Cindy K and Arden W Bartley; By; GCH Schneiderhofs Night in Shining Armor x Scheiderhof’s TKO v Trotwood; Owner; Debra Maldonado.

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCHES

36 PM AB KRYSTAL’S MORNINGSTAR OF PONCAHILL-TANTARA DN47503701 06/24/16; Breeders; Kristan and Michael Sherman and Yvonne and Reed Kowalzak; By; CH Rosewood’s Guns of Navarone x CH Elite Design’s Jubilee v Wolfcreek; Owners; Yvonne and Reed Kowalzak and Kristan and Michael Sherman; (Agent; Michael Sherman)

AMERICAN BRED BITCHES

38 AM 3 PM 2 WINSOMES MOVE OV BEAR BOYS DN48153101 10/04/16; Breeders; Frank and Kris Fasano and Sherry McKinnon; By; CH Harmonia’s Intense Desire x GCH Lonestar’s Bearooklyn Rose v Erynbrook; Owners; Frank and Kris Fasano and Sherry McKinnon. (Agent; Mike Sherman)
40 AM 2, RWB PM 1, WB, BOW, BOS TINDROCK GEM-N-I REAGAN DN47544101 07/21/18; Breeders; Cheryl Olson, Kim McNamara and Lee Jewell; By; GCH Breal-Jogra’s Oakley v Selig-Haus x Jerrwen’s Sunrise in Cheyanne ROM; Owner; Cheryl Olson. (Agent; Matt McMillan)

42 AM AB PM AB CHARBAR’S ELKE DN47360102 10/01/16; Breeders; Joye Evans and Kim McNamara; By; GCH Karima’s Malawi Kalif von Lear, RN, PT x CH Kimberlite’s Shangri-La, RN. RATO; Owners; Joye and Larry Evans. (Agent; Lenny Brown)

44 AM 1, WB PM 3 ARAMIST SIGNATURES WHAT GOES ON IN VEGAS V LASVADA DN44355602 10/03/15; Breeders; Donna Calabrese ande Joe and Leslie Boccia; By; GCH Rising Sun Bunker x Signature Macatoya; Owners Erica Robbins and Donna Calabrese.

OPEN BITCHES

46 AM 3 PM 4 SCHNEIDERHOF’S DRAGON LADY V FOOTHILLS DN42120406 01/21/15; Breeder; Mrs. Nancy D Schneider; By; CH Chablis Who Dat v Stylistic TC ROM x Liberty’s Dress Rehearsal; Owner; Chris Lecher. (Agent; Matt McMillan)

48 AM 1 PM 1 WOLF CREEK ELSA JOELLE DN40640202 09/08/14; Breeders; JoAnne Corbin, Gina Richards and Anita Clouse; By; CH Wolf Creek Phoenix of Merivern ROM x Ranita’s Cabello; Owners; Deb Norman and Pat Walker.

50 AM 4 PM 3 TINDROCK GEM-N-I RONNIE DN47544102 07/21/18; Breeders; Cheryl Olson, Kim McNamara and Lee Jewell; By; GCH Breal-Jogra’s Oakley v Selig -Haus x Jerrwen’s Sunrise in Cheyanne ROM; Owner; Taylor McCuiston. (Agent; Matt McMillan)

52 AM 2 PM 2 SIGNATURE’S ROSALITA DN46104102 04/20/16; Breeders; Joe and Leslie Beccia; By; CH Signature’s Code Red v Knaufhill OFA H&E x CH Signature’s Ball OFA H&E; Owners; Joe and Leslie Boccia. (Agent; Lenny Brown)

54 PM AB KRYSTAL’S EMINANCE OF EDAN DN45360607 01/12/16; Breeder; Ann Schultz; By; GCH Kennelwood’s Man U Man x Live Laugh Love of Edan; Owners; Krlstan and Michael Sherman. (Agent; Michael Sherman)
WINNERS BITCH: SAT AM __44__ SAT PM __40__
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: SAT AM __40__ SAT PM __26__
TOTAL DOGS ENTERED: SAT AM __20__ SAT PM __18__
POINTS: SAT AM __5__ SAT PM __5__

BEST OF BREED

59 AM____ AB____ PM AB____ CH COVY-TUCKER HILL’S COMPASS-PP (Dog) DN46462501 05/10/16; Breeders; Dr Yolanda Briscoe, Gloria Birch and Cappy Pottle; By; CH Woodside’s Mind Craft x Covy-Tucker Hill’s Poinsettia; Owners; Mr, Dean Patterson and Ms. Cortie Marie Partner. (Agent: Kent Boyles)

61 AM____ PM____ AB____ GCH KIMBERLITE GEM-N-I TINDROCK’S DECORATE MY LIFE CGC (Dog) DN45469401 01/25/16; Breeders; K McNamara, C Olson and L Jewell ; By; SEL CCH Regeny’s Ya Gotta Know When to Hold Em x Jerrwen’s Sunrise in Cheyanne; Owner; Richard A Waits. (Agent; Scott Yergin)

63 AM SEL D._______ CH BARICK’S PERFECT SHOT (Dog) DN46286104 04/30/16; Breeders; B Stamper and J Ball; By; CH Canaan’s Crimson’s After Dark x Barick’s Twist and Shout; Owners; J Ball and B Stamper.
65 PM ___ BOB ___ SEL CH LACOMTESSE BELLAMY (Dog) DN43680302 02/06/15; Breeders; Francois-Martin Morissette, Melissa Leclerc, Diane Gobeil and Richard Lortie; By; CH Wolf Creek Phoenix of Merivern ROM x CH Lacomtesse Go The Frensie; Owners; Deb Norman, Pat Walker, and Kathy Potter.

56 AM _______ PM _________ BIF GCH FOOTHILLS LOOKING SO GOOD OF BENJO TC,OFA,CHIC (Bitch) DN32321902 11/03/11; Breeders; Chris and Harold Lecher; By; CH Annelsles Getting Away With Murder Margais x Foothills Liberty Bell of the Ball of Benjo; Owner; Chris Lecher. (Agent; Matt McMillan)

58 AM SEL B. ___ PM AB ___ BEAUSHIEN’S TRAVELING GAL (Bitch) DN44755301 11/24/15; Breeders; Darcy and Diane Rombough; By; GCH Campaigners Lindel Time Traveler x CH Karizma’s the Devil Wears Proof; Owners; Linda Bankhead and Darcy and Diane Rombough.
60 AM BOB BREAL-JOGRAS ULYSSA (Bitch) DN46037002 04/18/16; Breeders; Manuel and Norma Campo and Jose and Kathy Perez-Gurri; By; GCH Sel CH Kennelwood’s Man-U-Man ROM x GCH GVX Depahl’s Halston ROM; Owners; Manuel and Norma Campo and Jose and Kathy Perez-Gurri. (Agent; Scott Yergin)

62 PM SEL B. CH BARICK’S SHOOT THE BREEZE (Bitch) DN46286101 04/30/16; Breeders Barbara Stamper and Jessica Ball; By; CH Canaan’s Crimson’s After Dark x Barick’s Twist and Shout; Owners; Jessica Ball and Barbara Deb Norman Stamper.

BEST OF BREED SAT AM __60__ SAT PM __65__
BEST OF WINNERS SAT AM __51__ SAT PM __40__
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED SAT AM __51__ SAT PM __40__
SAT AM GRAND CHAMPION SELECT SD __63__ SB __58__
SAT PM GRAND CHAMPION SELECT SD ______ SB __62__
BEST PUPPY SAT AM __9__ SAT PM __9__
BEST OPPOSITE PUPPY SAT AM __22__ SAT PM __22__